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Use case 
Over the last decades, healthcare information technology (HIT) has become an 
indispensable part of managing and delivering healthcare services. Electronic Medical 
Records (EMR) and clinical information systems are now a common part of modern 
healthcare, and the rise of population level healthcare analytics has opened up an entirely 
new domain for insurers and providers to leverage predictive analytics proactively for 
better health outcomes.  

At the same time, health information is among one’s most private data properties. In the 
United States, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) has 
designated certain forms of information pertaining to a specific individual’s health status, 
coverage, provision of or payment/reimbursement for healthcare services as Protected 
Health Information (PHI). Such information is regarded as protected not only if it is created 
or held by a Covered Entity, such as a clinical provider, a hospital, a pharmacy, a health 
insurer or a Health Care Clearinghouse (see 45 CFR §160.103) – if a Covered Entity 
transmits PHI to a third party under a contract, that party will be regarded as a Business 
Associate and be subject to the rules under HIPAA. This comprises such third parties as 
consultants, claims processors or, indeed, companies involved with clinical analytics. 

To assist Covered Entities and their Business Associates providing clinical analytics, data 
science and population health applications, Starschema has devised a standardized 
approach to build clinical data lakes that comply with the HIPAA data protection 
requirements, allowing Covered Entities and Business Associates to directly deposit and 
hold data in a best-of-breed data lake and leverage the analytical power of SQL, Spark and 
a wide range of other tools. The HIPAA compliant HealthLake architecture designed by 
Starschema allows users to run high performance analytics on PHI while ensuring 
compliance with the Security Rule in 45 CFR §164.304 – including access control, audit 
control, integrity, authentication and transmission security.  

Architecture 
HealthLake manages the entire process of HIPAA compliant data storage and analytics, 
leaving you to focus on creating value through better analytics. HealthLake relies on 
Snowflake as a primary data warehousing environment. Designed for demanding data 
analytics and workloads in the cloud, Snowflake is the natural choice for enabling safe, 
reliable and auditable data storage and manipulation. The ETL layer sits within the same 
VPC, and all connections between the staging database and the data mart environment 
are end-to-end encrypted in compliance with the transmission security mandate in HIPAA. 
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Figure 1. Architectural overview of Starschema HealthLake. The dashed line represents 
the staging layer boundary. Analytics and reporting has no access to the staging layer, 
thereby ensuring that analytics is only performed over de-identified, aggregated data. 

Access is controlled by a central Granular Access Control interface that governs access at 
recorded information level in conjunction with a strong authentication scheme that supports OCSP 
for in-flight and at-rest data alike, and a combination of IP-based Access Control Lists (ACLs), 
access federation/Single Sign-On (SSO) and multi-factor authentication using soft or hard Time 
Dependent One Time Pads (TOTP, commonly known as ‘soft tokens’ and ‘hard tokens’).  

Data is encrypted, both in transit and when static, using AES-256, in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Department of Health and Human Services. In order to implement 
granular access control, a tiered key system (also known as hierarchical keying) is used. In tiered 
systems, each recorded value is wrapped by a sequence of at least three keys. Thus, for a patient’s 
primary care provider to access the patient’s latest CBC results, the care provider would at the 
very least require a key to authenticate their identity, another to access the table of CBC results in 
general and another key to specifically access the record pertaining to the patient. By using 
sequentially wrapped keys, tokens can be created to permit highly granular access to each 
permutative combination of clinical record entries, patients and viewers. 

By leveraging Snowflake’s Time Travel feature, 45 CFR §164.304’s integrity requirement is also 
satisfied. Alongside an auditable Access and Change log, Time Travel keeps track of historical 
data in the same tightly controlled and secure manner as all other data. This allows hash-based as 
well as whole-content comparisons to ensure that data has not been changed or tampered with. 
The Access and Change Audit functionality also implements the Breach Notification alerting 
functionality, assisting in compliance with 45 CFR §§164.400-414 or the parallel requirements to 
effect “13407 notifications” and Subtitle D disclosures under the HITECH Act, if applicable. 
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Enabling analytics 
One of the challenges of analytics in highly secure environments is to reconcile the need to 
maintain the security of confidential information while also allowing analysts to mine the data for 
actionable insights. This is true in particular in the population health context, where the business 
case for the data must be reconciled with the stringent rules governing PHI. 

In Starschema’s HealthLake architecture, this is accomplished by a set of strict access controls. The 
analytical and reporting layers are separated from the Staging area, and have access only to the 
data mart extract. The ETL process is designed to ensure that the data mart output can be safely 
analysed without divulging PHI or individual level data. In addition to also being subject to access 
controls and audits, the data mart environment serves ‘analytics ready’ data.  

The analytics and reporting layers can interact with the data mart through a wide array of 
connectors. Among others, Apache Spark and SQL-based queries are supported for a data mart 
generated in a Snowflake-based data warehousing environment. Extracts to the data mart can be 
custom engineered to arbitrary granularity, thereby allowing for even the most demanding 
predictive analytics use cases in population health, such as 

 risk forecast models: stratification and analysis of a patient’s risk profile based on test 
results, 

 pre-emptive risk models: identification of healthy patients at risk for costly long-term 
conditions like coronary artery disease, HTN, T2D/metabolic syndrome &c. and automated 
response by scheduling preventive health interventions (diet/activity counselling, early 
prescribing, increased surveillance), 

 novel clinical insights: mining clinical data for associations between presentation/prodromic 
factors and health outcome endpoints, and 

 deprescribing assistance: identifying patients who according to their clinical history and 
objective indicators are suitable patients for deprescribing, polypharmacy 
consolidation/reduction and prevention of cascade prescription. 

These are only a small number of examples for population health applications over a HIPAA-
compliant, secure data lake. The analytics layer can accommodate a wide range of tools, including 
Jupyter notebooks for analyses in Python and/or R, which can share federated authentication with 
other tools within the same enterprise, through which additional role-based access controls can 
also be implemented. 
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Conclusion 
The growth of clinical analytics, population health and clinical data science is one of the greatest 
opportunities to provide HCPs, HMOs and insurers with added value through analysis of the 
wealth of clinical data amassed at every encounter. For Business Associates seeking to provide 
Covered Entities with analytical services, a strong, secure and well-architected data lake designed 
for reliability and HIPAA compliance is indispensable. 

Starschema’s HIPAA compliant data lake service offering, Starschema HealthLake, ensures HIPAA 
compliance without prejudicing the ability to mine clinical data for insights. For enterprises wishing 
to serve players on the US$3.5 trillion healthcare market with a dynamic, data-driven offering in 
the population health management field, a HIPAA compliant data lake is an indispensable step in 
building a clinical data science or population health management offering that is at the same time 
analytically powerful yet compliant when it comes to the increasingly strictly scrutinized healthcare 
data environment  
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About Starschema 

At Starschema we believe that data has the power to change the world and data-driven organizations 
are leading the way. We help organizations use data to make better business decisions, build smarter 
products, and deliver more value for their customers, employees and investors. We dig into our 
customers toughest business problems, design solutions and build the technology needed to compete 
and profit in a data-driven world. 
 


